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Open the curtains on sensuality
Fabrics introduce warmth, colour and sensuality into interiors. The highly imaginative creations by the
Swiss company Création Baumann demonstrate that refined fabrics are akin to art.

Accessible poesy
Enchanting and a delight. The new large photorealistic prints by Création Baumann dazzle with
unexpected modern romanticism. Colourful butterflies dance delicately between dainty petals seducing
with their beauty. Multi-coloured birds in shimmering plumage cheekily look down from twigs, and spread
happiness and good humour into the apartment. Oversized flowers, English roses, lilies and lavender
group together into a seemingly accidental garland, magical, mysterious and full of sensuality.
The fabrics “Papillon”, “Ophelia” and “Rose” feature large repeats. They are offered in two colour settings,
light and delicate on a light-coloured base and elegant on a dark base in a warm shade of grey. The
imaginative, artistic designs are available in two options, on sheer highly transparent voile and on silky
smooth, soft satin. They can be used individually, but also look stunning and enticing when combined.

Chic accessoires are making a big impact
It is often the small things that make a big difference. Thus gorgeous cushions inject new life to a sofa,
define a living style and make it personal. It is clear that at Création Baumann even accessoires are
small, ingenious works of art. The new imaginative digital prints “Ophelia”, “Papillon” and “Rose” have
been worked into elegant cushions. All tell a story, not only on the facing side but on the reverse side as
well. Flirtatious details such as a leaf, a bloom or a bird’s egg poetically round off the picture. The soft and

romantic scenes are framed and emphasized by piping in neon colours. The series of cushions
complements the existing accessoire collection which also encompasses three dimensional wool plaids
and scores of other textile wonders.

Refined designs by the meter
Unlike at any other Swiss company, at Création Baumann the design team fashions fabrics from inception
and refines them in co-operation with the engineering team into the perfect textile. Thus the new jacquard
fabrics generate not just a stylish ambiance at home, but can equally well be used in the hospitality or in
the catering trade where elegant living is increasingly gaining in importance.
Three new complementing designs are woven as a satin with a delicate lustre. All of them can be used on
the reverse side. One of them is “Giulietta”, a fabric with linear blooms that spread like lace as a delicate
net over the weave. Depending on colourit, it generates intriguing interplays with strong colours or
sophisticated contrasts of matt and shine. “Romeo” is another; a graphic arrangement in an allover
design. The classic and very elegant stripe “Verona” complements and rounds off the gorgeous and
exclusive jacquard collection. All three designs are colour harmonised and can be combined with each
other and the complementing uni fabric “Lorenzo”.
Fine velvet – for diverse applications
Création Baumann’s new Autumn collection includes a fine velvet in a uni quality “Vitus UN” and two
patterned options “Vitus Stripe” and “Vitus”. They combine with each other and can be used as upholstery
fabrics. “Vitus” features a geometric dot design, whilst “Vitus Stripe” is woven multi-coloured in a bold
stripe design. Incoming light generates a light and shade effect on the raised nap to reveal the velour’s
full charm.

Laser floral
Based on the well established laser technique, Création Baumann developed the high grade impressive,
semi-transparent curtain fabric “Flores”. Small leaf motives form a floral grid that is reminiscent of a rose
trellis and, depending on incoming light, generates abstract and flirtatious patterning in the interior. The
delicate sheen and the fluid, soft feel of the underlying quality “Unilargo III” bestow the product with added
elegance. Subtly harmonised hues in neutral colours, supplemented with a delicate green and a soft lilac
underline the lightness of this fabric.

